
RESTORE, RENEW AND RELAX 

Restorative poses establish balance and simultaneously renew the body and mind's systems through 
conscious relaxation. All physical poses are performed on the floor with the body being supported by 

props (blankets, blocks, bolsters) accompanied by breathing techniques that  
result in active relaxation.  

Yoga Nidra or “Yogic Sleep” is an experience of deep relaxation while remaining alert. It is an 
effortless practice where you are invited to lie on your back, relax and follow as you are guided on a 

journey. You will be led into complete relaxation – Physically, Mentally and Emotionally 

Sunday November 7th 
4:00- 6:00 pm 

$40 if registered by 10/25 
$45 after 

Registration required by 11/4 

with Kathy Kelly and Shari Czar

19 N. Doughty Ave  Somerville NJ 
908-268-7430   WWW.Yoga-Loka.com

Discover relaxation and nurture your body through a gentle restorative practice 
followed by Yoga Nidra (Guided Relaxaion). Great for everybody!

Kathy Kelly: Yoga became a part of 
Kathy’s wellness program as she met 
with the challenges of breast cancer in 
2008.A Reflexologist since 2004, 
Kathy is also certified in Qigong 
Healing, Quantum Touch and Touch 
Therapy. Wanting to round out her 
knowledge of yoga, Kathy  took her 
training further through a 200-hour 

certification program at Sakula Yoga Studio. It is her 
intent to show that through a yoga practice, wellness is 
not a goal, but a continuing journey of self-discovery.

Shari Czar: Shari began teaching 
in 2000 as a way of sharing her 
love of yoga with a larger 
community.  She received her 
200-hour yoga certification in 
Kripalu Yoga, a form of Hatha 
Yoga, and is also certified in Five 
Element Yoga. Shari has also 
trained in positional therapy, 

meditation and chakra work, each 
of which she incorporates into her teaching. She is the 
author of Reducing Stress in Your Everyday Life In as Little as 
Sixty-Seconds and founder of Infinite Heart Space LLC. 

http://WWW.Yoga-Loka.com
http://WWW.Yoga-Loka.com

